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Abstract | This report provides the
world’s first systematic review of
criminal justice responses to child sexual
abuse material (CSAM) offending. The
systematic search identified 20,820
records, yielding eight eligible impact
evaluations. Six studies focused on
policing and two on the judicial arm of
the criminal justice system. No
correctional impact evaluations met our
inclusion criteria.
We qualitatively synthesise the evidence
and use an evidence and gap map to
visualise the current state of the
evaluation evidence. Future research
needs to prospectively design and
rigorously evaluate evidence-informed
interventions that are specifically
tailored to CSAM offending.
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Reducing child sexual abuse material (CSAM) offending is a
pervasive concern for the criminal justice system, with global
offending increasing in reach, magnitude and severity (Fortin &
Proulx 2019; Ly, Dwyer & Fedoroff 2018; Seto et al. 2018; Simon,
Luetzow & Conte 2020). Although difficult to estimate prevalence
on a global scale, a point of consensus in the literature is that as
young people’s access to the internet has grown, there has been
a concomitant rise in CSAM offending (Fortin & Proulx 2019;
Henshaw, Darjee & Clough 2020; Henshaw, Ogloff & Clough
2018), defined as the production, dissemination, access and
possession of material depicting abuse and/or sexual exploitation
of children (Greijer & Doek 2016). Prevalence estimates range
from 1.7 percent to 4.2 percent (Dombert et al. 2016; Seto et
al. 2015), with the number of available materials in the millions
and rising each year along with reported incidents (Bentley et al.
2019; Carr 2017; Internet Watch Foundation 2020).
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While in many ways the impacts of CSAM offending are similar to those of contact child sexual abuse,
CSAM victimisation is considered a unique form of trauma with chronic impacts due to the continued
availability of materials (Canadian Centre for Child Protection 2017; Gewirtz-Meydan et al. 2018;
Hanson 2017; National Center for Missing & Exploited Children 2019; von Weiler, Haardt‑Becker &
Schulte 2010). To address this crime and its far-reaching impacts, it is vital to identify and synthesise
the evidence base of robust evaluations of criminal justice approaches to CSAM offending to
determine which policies and practices are effective and which are not.
Empirical research in the area of CSAM largely focuses on offender and offending typologies and
risk factors (Brown & Bricknell 2018; Garrington et al. 2018; Houtepen, Sijtsema & Bogaerts 2014;
Krone 2004; Ly, Dwyer & Fedoroff 2018; Merdian et al. 2013; Steely et al. 2018). There is also an
emerging body of intervention research on practices to counter CSAM offending (eg Brennan et al.
2019; Cohen-Almagor 2013; Krone et al. 2020; Lilley 2017; Ly, Dwyer & Fedoroff 2018; Quayle &
Koukopoulos 2018; Smallbone & Wortley 2017; Wortley & Smallbone 2012), yet there is a clear gap in
the CSAM literature. To date, there has been no comprehensive and robust synthesis of the types and
effectiveness of criminal justice responses to CSAM offending.
Research into countering CSAM offending is complicated by a range of factors. First, there is a lack
of common definitions and terminology across jurisdictions and research (Garrington et al. 2018;
Henshaw, Ogloff & Clough 2017; Krone & Smith 2017). Terms such as ‘child exploitation material’,
‘child sexual exploitation’, ‘child pornography’, ‘online and offline sexual offending’, and ‘child sexual
abuse material’ are used interchangeably throughout the literature. Second, conducting research,
detecting CSAM offending and countering CSAM offending are complicated by the use of information
communication technologies and the internet, which play a key role in the growth and diversification
of CSAM offending (Beech at al. 2008; Davidson et al. 2020; Henshaw, Darjee & Clough 2020; Wager
et al. 2018).
Third, a large proportion of CSAM is accessed, downloaded and shared online, facilitated by the
anonymity afforded to offenders on the darknet and other encryption techniques (Balfe et al. 2015;
Brown & Bricknell 2018; Haasz 2016; Simon, Luetzow & Conte 2020; Steel et al. 2020). Fourth, there
is ongoing debate about whether CSAM offenders and offending are distinct from contact child sex
offenders or offending (for reviews see Babchishin, Hanson & Hermann 2015; Henshaw, Darjee &
Clough 2020; Henshaw, Ogloff & Clough 2017, 2018; Krone et al. 2020; Perkins et al. 2018; Soldino,
Carbonell-Vayá & Seigfried-Spellar 2019; Steely et al. 2018; Tener, Wolak & Finkelhor 2015). This
debate has likely resulted in CSAM-specific offences and offenders being subsumed under other types
of child sex offences and offenders in the existing research (Henshaw, Ogloff & Clough 2017). Fifth,
given the nature of CSAM offending, interventions that involve criminal justice practitioners are likely
to span different settings, involve multiple agencies, and require modifications to the approaches
used to respond to offline or physical child sex offending (Henshaw, Darjee & Clough 2020; Henshaw,
Ogloff & Clough 2017, 2018; Martellozzo 2013; McKibbin, Humphreys & Hamilton 2017; White et al.
2018; Wild et al. 2019).
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Collectively, these issues have implications for locating evidence on criminal justice responses to
CSAM offending. One major issue is that evaluations of these interventions extend beyond traditional
criminal justice literature repositories to span multiple disciplines (eg information technology,
education, psychology), which makes this research significantly less accessible to practitioners and
policymakers. To provide a comprehensive evidence base to inform best practice (Brennan et al.
2019), a thorough and meticulous approach is needed to locate and assess the available evidence.
Therefore, we conducted a rigorous systematic review of the effectiveness of criminal justice
responses to CSAM offending, and generated an evidence and gap map of the evaluation evidence
across the policing, courts and corrections arms of the criminal justice system.
Our review aimed to examine the following research questions:
• How effective are criminal justice responses to CSAM offending when implemented by:
– policing agencies and practitioners;
– judicial agencies and practitioners;
– correctional agencies and practitioners; or
– multiple criminal justice agencies?
• Does the effectiveness of criminal justice responses to CSAM vary according to the type
of intervention, geographical location, research design or outcome measures used in
evaluation studies?
• Which interventions, outcomes, geographical locations and criminal justice sectors have been
rigorously evaluated, and where are the evidence gaps?

Method
Our review adopts the methodological approach endorsed by Liberati et al. (2009) and the Campbell
Collaboration (www.campbellcollaboration.org). In addition to a traditional systematic review, we
visualise the state of the evidence using an interactive evidence and gap map of the studies deemed
eligible for our review. Evidence and gap maps (EGMs) systematically and visually present research
evidence on a particular topic via a matrix that maps the state of the evidence, including identifying
where evidence is missing (Snilstveit et al. 2016).

Search strategy
We systematically searched a comprehensive range of sources to identify studies for our review. The
Global Policing Database (www.gpd.uq.edu.au) and Corrections Database—both built and maintained
by the University of Queensland—were the primary search sources for policing and correctional
research. These two databases are built by systematically searching over 85 academic databases
and repositories of research, and then systematically screening this research for quantitative impact
evaluations in the area of policing and corrections, broadly defined (see www.gpd.uq.edu.au and
Sydes et al. 2018). For these two databases, we used a highly sensitive search comprising 32 terms
related to ‘child’ and 38 terms representative of CSAM.
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In addition, we implemented further systematic searches to capture studies in law and judicial
literature and allied disciplines such as information technology, psychology and education. We
searched a total of 67 additional academic databases, journals, and grey literature repositories (eg
CSAM-related websites, research centres and agencies). For these additional searches, we iteratively
piloted search strategies to arrive at one that balanced sensitivity and specificity. The final search
string comprised search terms across four categories:
• child (n=12 terms);
• CSAM (n=58 terms);
• criminal justice (n=114 terms); and
• evaluation (n=23 terms).
As a final step, we harvested references from all eligible studies and conducted forward citation
searches on all eligible studies and studies included in harvested reviews. The technical report
(available from the authors on request) provides a detailed record of the search strategy.

Inclusion criteria
To be included in our review, each document captured by the systematic search needed to meet all
inclusion criteria, outlined below.

Research time frame and setting
To provide the most up-to-date synthesis of literature, studies were included in our review only if: (a)
they were published between January 2000 and December 2018, and (b) they reported on impact
evaluations conducted between January 2000 and December 2018. Given the global nature of CSAM
offending, we included studies conducted in any country.

Population
To provide a comprehensive synthesis of the evaluation literature on criminal justice responses
to CSAM offending, a broad range of study populations were considered eligible for our review,
including:
• criminal justice practitioners (police, courts, corrections);
• CSAM victims (aged under 18 years, all genders); and
• CSAM offenders (all ages and genders).
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Interventions
To be eligible for inclusion in our review, studies must have reported on an impact evaluation of
a criminal justice intervention or approach that aimed to address CSAM offending. We defined a
criminal justice ‘approach’ to include any strategy, technique, therapy, activity, campaign, training,
directive, funding initiative or organisational change that involved the criminal justice system in
some way (other agencies or organisations may also have been involved). Criminal justice system
involvement was broadly defined as:
• criminal justice system initiation, development or leadership of the intervention;
• criminal justice system staff or populations as recipients of the intervention;
• criminal justice system practices as the focus or target of the intervention; or
• the criminal justice system delivers or implements the intervention.
As noted above, in the search strategy, we also attempted to reflect the variation in terminology
and associated definitions. We adopted the jurisdiction-specific yet sufficiently broad definition of
CSAM used by Queensland’s Child Exploitation and Dangerous Drugs Amendment Act 2013 (s 207A).
CSAM is:
…material that, in a way likely to cause offence to a reasonable adult, describes or depicts a
person, or a representation of a person who is, or apparently is, a child…
(a) in a sexual context, including for example, engaging in a sexual activity; or
(b) in an offensive or demeaning context; or
(c) being subjected to abuse, cruelty or torture.
We defined ‘material’ congruent with this legislation, to include ‘anything that contains data from
which text, images or sound can be generated’ (s 207A), which can be generated remotely via
telecommunications channels (eg live webcam or peer-to-peer networks via internet and mobile
phones). We defined a ‘child’ to be a person aged under 18 years. We specifically defined CSAM
offending to include downloading, soliciting, producing, transmitting, viewing and distributing CSAM.
(A comprehensive list is in the technical report, available from the authors on request.)

Study designs
Our review included a select range of rigorous study designs that allowed for reliable conclusions to
be made about intervention effectiveness. Eligible comparison conditions and/or groups included no
treatment, placebo, ‘business-as-usual’, waitlist control, or an alternative treatment.
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Randomised control trials (RCTs) are considered the gold standard for evaluating intervention
effectiveness. While other study designs are considered less causally robust, they can be appropriate
to include in reviews of interventions conducted in contexts in which RCTs may not be feasible,
such as in criminal justice settings (Weisburd 2000). In the absence of RCT evidence, strong quasiexperimental studies that have attempted to minimise threats to internal validity can be included
to provide preliminary causal evidence for the effectiveness of an intervention (see Farrington
2003; Shadish, Cook & Campbell 2002). Our review included studies that used the following
research designs:
• systematic reviews (with or without meta-analyses);
• randomised control trials;
• matched or unmatched control group designs with or without pre-intervention measures in
addition to post-intervention measures;
• long time-series designs without a comparison group, with at least 25 pre- and post-intervention
observations; or
• short time-series designs with a comparison group, with at least 10 pre- and post-intervention
observations.
We planned to conduct moderator analyses by study design, to assess the impact of study design on
results; however, we found too few studies to permit this type of analysis.

Outcomes
To provide a comprehensive synthesis of the current literature, we placed no restrictions on the types
of outcomes used to evaluate criminal justice responses to CSAM offending.

Results
Search and screening
The systematic searches identified 22,809 records, which were imported into SysReview (review
management software, Higginson & Neville 2014) and screened by five review authors (EE, LH, JM,
SR, GH) to determine their eligibility for inclusion in the review. Prior to independent screening, all
staff undertaking screening completed (a) training based on standardised screening guides; and (b) a
test-set of screenings that were assessed by the first author to ensure consistent decision-making. In
addition, regular meetings were held to discuss inclusion or exclusion of research that could not be
unequivocally excluded by the screener. We harvested and screened potentially eligible studies from
the reference lists of four reviews relevant to the topic as well as from the reference lists of all eligible
studies, resulting in another 514 records. Figure 1 provides a Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic
Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) flowchart for the attrition of records through the systematic
screening stages. Eight studies (reported in 9 documents) were deemed eligible for our review.
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Figure 1: PRISMA flow diagram
Records identiﬁed by
systematic searches of
databases and research
repositories
Jan 2000–Dec 2018
n=21,479

Records screened on title
and abstract
n=20,820
(n=1,205 duplicates)

Full-text documents for ﬁnal
eligibility screening
n=2,936

Studies included in review
n=8 (reported in 9 documents)

Reference harvesting
(relevant reviews and
eligible studies)
n=546

Not in English: n=65
Not a unique or eligible document type focused on
criminal justice responses to CSAM oﬀending:
n=17,819

Relevant reviews harvested: n=5
Full-text on order or not in English: n=323
Ineligible document type or duplicate: n=65
No impact evaluation of eligible intervention: n=2,486
Ineligible research design: n=48

Summary and synthesis of eligible studies
The final corpus of eight studies contains varied interventions and outcomes, meaning that metaanalysis of study effects was not possible. In addition, not all studies reported sufficient data to
calculate standardised effect sizes. Accordingly, the following sections provide a qualitative synthesis
of the eligible studies with comment on the magnitude of the intervention effect. Given the diverse
nature of the studies and lack of quantitative syntheses using standardised effect sizes, caution
is needed when comparing the effectiveness of the criminal justice responses to CSAM offending
summarised in our review. We refer readers to the technical report (available from the authors on
request) which contains a risk of bias assessment for the included studies.

Time frame, settings, research designs and criminal justice sectors
The eight eligible studies spanned 2003 to 2017. Five were conducted in the United States, two were
conducted in Europe (across multiple locations), and one was conducted in the United Kingdom.
The review located no randomised controlled trials. All studies used unmatched control group
designs, and some study authors enhanced the rigour of their findings by using multivariate models
to control for confounding variables. Most studies examined the policing arm of the criminal justice
system (n=6), only two focused on courts or judicial agencies, and there were no correctional or
multiagency studies.
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Policing interventions
Six studies, reported in seven documents, quantitatively evaluated the impact of police interventions
for addressing CSAM offending. The studies captured a range of interventions and outcomes,
with four studies drawing on self-reported exposure to interventions via surveys and two studies
directly testing applied interventions. Based on a survey of 168 law enforcement practitioners in
the United States, Marcum and colleagues (2010, 2011) examined two intervention approaches in
their study. Specifically, they examined whether the numbers of CSAM investigations and arrests
in 2007 and 2008 were affected by either the presence or absence of a designated cybercrime
task force/department, or the receipt of training for cybercrime investigations. The authors found
that having a designated cybercrime task force/department significantly increased the number
of CSAM investigations and arrests. (While exact figures were not provided, analysis showed a
significant Beta weight in a regression model.) In comparison, specialised training in cybercrime
did not significantly increase CSAM investigations or arrests in 2008, but it did significantly increase
arrests in 2007. Despite the lack of significance, the effects were in the expected direction, whereby
training was associated with an increase in arrests. The authors suggest that training in isolation may
be insufficient to lead to arrests, particularly if police departments lack the resources to support
CSAM investigations, if the training is not focused entirely on CSAM, or if the quality of the training
is variable.
In a similar study, Wells (2003) surveyed US law enforcement agencies to identify a sample of 532
cases pertaining to internet sex crimes against children and examined whether investigative training
affected rates of arrest, search, seizure, or other law enforcement actions. Of the 191 officers who
answered the training question on the survey, 35 reported completing no training, 122 reported
completing training, and 34 reported that they were not sure of the training they had completed.
Wells found that officers who had completed training and those who had not were equally likely to
make arrests in internet sex crime cases but more likely to conduct searches (90% versus 83%) and to
seize computers (89% versus 74%).
Davidson et al. (2017) used survey data from police in the United Kingdom, Ireland, Italy and the
Netherlands to examine the impact of police training in computer-mediated crimes against children
(CMCAC). Sixty-one percent of respondents (n=776) had not completed any training, and 39 percent
had completed either specialised or general training in the area (n=482). The authors found that
police officers who completed specialised training were more prepared in the area of CMCAC than
those who received general training or none. In addition, officers who received specialised or general
training were more knowledgeable about national legislation in the area (97% and 96% respectively)
than those who had not received training (43%). This same pattern of results was found for
knowledge of international legislation in the area of CMCAC.
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Brady (2017) focused on the implications for police practitioners of investigating CSAM offending.
Using survey data collected from US Internet Crimes Against Children Task Force staff (n=433), Brady
examined whether working undercover impacted levels of secondary traumatic stress, burnout and
compassion satisfaction. Compassion satisfaction was defined as the enjoyment someone receives
from accomplishing their professional roles and responsibilities. Using regression models which
controlled for a range of other factors, Brady found that working in an undercover role significantly
improved staff compassion satisfaction. (Exact figures were not provided, but analysis showed a
significant Beta weight in regression model.) However, Brady did not find that working undercover
significantly impacted secondary traumatic stress or burnout, which may have been due to mitigating
factors such as support systems outside of work and positive coping strategies that were found to be
inversely related to stress and burnout in the study sample.
Peersman and colleagues (2016) worked with law enforcement agencies in Europe to develop
and evaluate live software (iCOP) that integrates artificial intelligence and machine learning to
automate the identification of CSAM in peer-to-peer networks. Using data previously classified by
law enforcement practitioners, the authors tested a range of different machine learning algorithms to
ascertain which approach would provide the most precise recognition in practice. The authors found
that support vector machines were superior to Naïve Bayes and logistic regression algorithms.
In the final policing study, Bourke and colleagues (2015) examined the tactical use of a polygraph at
varying time points after first contact with police in the context of CSAM offending (the day of the
search warrant, 3–4 days after the search warrant was executed, 1–5 days after the search warrant
was executed). Using a sample of 127 CSAM suspects with no known history of contact sexual
offences, the authors found that a higher proportion of suspects polygraphed three to four days after
the execution of the search warrant (61%) disclosed offences compared to offenders polygraphed on
the day the search warrant was executed (56%) or one to five days later (54%).

Judicial or legislative interventions
Two studies quantitatively evaluated the effect of judicial or legislative interventions for addressing
CSAM offending. In the United Kingdom, Alison and colleagues (2012) used a survey of citizens
(n=227) and police officers (n=60) to examine whether two different types of ‘expert’ profiles of
CSAM offenders influenced guilty judgements. Respondents were asked to rate the guilt of an
‘orthodox’ and ‘unorthodox’ CSAM offender according to a pre-prepared profile on a scale from
zero percent (not guilty at all) to 100 percent (certain he is guilty). They were then presented with
an expert’s profile that matched either the ‘orthodox’ or ‘unorthodox’ offender and again asked to
rate the perceived guilt of the offender. The authors found that respondents considered the suspect
less guilty and adjusted their guilt rating to a lower percentage on the scale for the suspect who best
aligned with the expert profile they were provided compared to the suspect who was incongruent
with the expert profile.
Buzzell (2007) used data from the US National Prosecutors Survey (n=2,341) to determine whether
a range of factors predicted whether a legal practitioner had prosecuted a CSAM case. Of relevance
to our review is the finding that having a budget for expert consultation was associated with more
CSAM prosecutions than having no budget for expert consultation. This finding remained even after
controlling for other potentially confounding variables (eg community context).
No. 623 April 2021
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Correctional interventions
No studies quantitatively evaluated the effectiveness of a correctional intervention for addressing
CSAM offending using an eligible research design. Although some eligible interventions were
identified, these interventions were either not evaluated or were evaluated using ineligible (less
rigorous) research designs (Dervley et al. 2017; Gillespie et al. 2018; Middleton, Mandeville-Norden &
Hayes 2009). Numerous studies evaluated the impact of correctional interventions for sex offenders;
however, very few specified the type of sex offender participants. When study authors did specify the
types of sex offenders in their samples, none examined the impact of the intervention separately for
CSAM offenders specifically.

Multiagency interventions
No studies quantitatively evaluated the effectiveness of a multiagency intervention for addressing
CSAM offending. Although eligible interventions were identified, these interventions were either not
evaluated or were evaluated using ineligible (less rigorous) research designs (eg Davidson et al. 2009,
2011; Dooley et al. 2011).

Evidence and gap map
We constructed an evidence and gap map (EGM) that plots the eight eligible studies across nine
intervention or criminal justice sector categories by a range of outcomes and types of populations.
Intervention/sector categories included training for police, cybercrime task forces, undercover agents,
automated software, polygraph examinations, use of expert profiles, budgets for consulting experts,
correctional responses, and multiagency responses. This does not represent the full breadth of
possible criminal justice responses to CSAM offending (see, for example, Baines 2019; DeMarco et al.
2018 for overviews).
The EGM in Figure 2 maps the eight studies eligible for our review. Dots on the graph show where the
outcome and intervention categories intersect. The size of the dot represents the number of studies
for that particular intervention and outcome. Specifically, small dots represent one study and the
larger dot represents three studies. Spaces without dots indicate an absence of evaluation research,
highlighting areas requiring further research.
To construct this static version of the EGM, studies were categorised by their intervention and
outcome category and then plotted on a bubble graph in Microsoft Excel. The intervention categories
were coded as they appear below. We used 12 outcome categories, as defined in the technical report
(available on request). These categories broadly capture the most common measures used within the
criminal justice research literature and specific outcomes relevant to CSAM offending (eg creation,
possession or sale of CSAM).
The EGM illustrates the dearth of evidence across all criminal justice sectors, particularly for
corrections and responses involving either more than one criminal justice agency or a criminal justice
agency and another type of agency (eg health, education, information technology).
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Although we had intended to also map the evidence using study populations, we do not include this
dimension here because all but one study used practitioner populations. Hence, another significant
gap in the impact evaluation evidence is studies focusing on victims of CSAM offending, CSAM
offenders, and broader populations that may assist in primary prevention of victimisation using
interventions informed by evidence from criminal justice responses, such as parents, teachers, school
counsellors and general practitioners (eg Cohen, Edberg & Gies 2011; Davidson et al. 2011; Davidson
& Martellozzo 2008). The EGM also illustrates substantial gaps in the types of outcomes used to
measure intervention effectiveness, with the majority of studies falling in the investigative category.
Figure 2: Evidence and gap map of evaluation evidence for criminal justice responses to
CSAM offending
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Discussion
We provide the world’s first systematic review of the evidence base for impact evaluations of criminal
justice responses to CSAM offending. We implemented a rigorous search and review methodology
to identify and synthesise any assessment of a criminal justice response to CSAM offending that had
been evaluated using any type of outcome measure. We aimed to include studies involving a range of
different populations (eg offenders, practitioners, victims) that were published between January 2000
and December 2018.
Our findings demonstrate a general lack of robust impact evaluations of criminal justice responses to
CSAM offending. Only eight studies met eligibility criteria for our review, six of which fell within the
policing sector of the criminal justice system. The other two related to the judicial arm of the criminal
justice system. We identified no eligible impact evaluations of either correctional responses to CSAM
or multiagency responses with at least one criminal justice partner. We also identified no randomised
controlled trials, which are generally considered the gold standard for establishing whether an
intervention is effective.
The evidence for policing interventions covers a range of different approaches that have been
evaluated using an equally diverse range of outcome measures. The evidence suggests that training
in the area of CSAM can have a variable impact on police arrest and investigative practices, and a
positive impact on police practitioners’ knowledge of national and international legislation. Other
promising approaches include having a specialised policing task force to increase CSAM arrests and
investigations, strategically using polygraph to increase offender disclosures, and using automated
software to identify CSAM. It is unclear whether police officers working undercover in the context
of CSAM investigations affects their wellbeing, but it does not seem to reduce their level of job
satisfaction. Caution needs to be exercised, however, when examining most of the above findings,
as they are drawn from surveys asking police about their previous training rather than prospective
impact evaluations.
The evidence for judicial or legislative responses to CSAM is sparse. One study suggests that
variations in the use of expert testimony in CSAM trials can influence jury decision-making. Another
study suggests that allocating funding to prosecutors to enable consultation with experts may
increase the number of CSAM prosecutions. Although there were promising correctional and
multiagency approaches captured by our systematic search and screening, none of these has been
rigorously evaluated (see, for example, Davidson et al. 2009, 2011; Dooley et al. 2011).
Our EGM visually summarises both the existing evaluation evidence for criminal justice responses
to CSAM offending and the gaps in CSAM evaluation research. Aside from the clear gaps in the
corrections sector and limited research in other criminal justice sectors, there are also substantial
gaps in evaluation evidence across key populations and outcomes relevant to CSAM offending.
For example, we identified no eligible evaluations focused on victims of CSAM offending or harm
reduction, very few focused on offenders, and no studies that measured the impact of interventions
on important outcomes such as recidivism, psychosocial outcomes for victims and perpetrators,
convictions or sentencing.
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We note that our review captured a large body of evaluation research in the area of child sexual
offending more broadly. During the systematic screening process, we identified evaluation studies
that often specified the types of sex offenders or victims in their samples—including CSAM
offenders—yet these studies did not examine the actual impact of the intervention on these
populations. Research suggests the characteristics, contexts and aetiologies of contact, non-contact,
mixed and CSAM-only offending are different but overlapping (DeMarco et al. 2018; Henshaw, Darjee
& Clough 2020; Krone et al. 2020; Ly, Dwyer & Fedoroff 2018; Merdian et al. 2013; Neto at al. 2013).
As such, it was not appropriate to include and synthesise these studies with studies focused purely on
CSAM offenders. For example, existing intervention models in the area of child sex offending may not
translate directly to CSAM offending and its consequences (Henshaw, Ogloff & Clough 2017, 2018; Ly,
Dwyer & Fedoroff 2018; Merdian et al. 2020). In light of this, it will be important for future evaluation
research to prospectively design and rigorously evaluate evidence-informed interventions that are
tailored to the nature of CSAM offending and offenders (eg Beier et al. 2016; Henshaw, Ogloff &
Clough 2017, 2018; Perkins et al. 2018; Proeve & Wolf 2019).
Overall, the existing intervention literature in the area of CSAM is largely descriptive, with potentially
promising interventions evaluated with low-quality research designs that do not reliably establish
effectiveness (see also Gallo 2020; Perkins et al. 2018). This is despite ongoing and resounding calls
for robust evaluations to inform policy and practice since the formation of the US Internet Crimes
Against Children Task Force in 2001 (National Research Council 2013; US Department of Justice
2016). Without a rigorous evidence base, policymakers and practitioners are unable to make reliable
decisions about what criminal justice responses are effective in addressing CSAM offending and,
potentially, what may be harmful. Ultimately, our review reveals scarce evaluation research, which
limits the ability to holistically address CSAM offending and operationalise the Australian Centre to
Counter Child Exploitation’s four pillars of ‘prevent, prepare, pursue and protect’.
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